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A COMPARISON OP FII4S, PARTICIPANT OBSERVAflON, 
AND SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION IN ASSESSI BEHAVIOR 

INTBODUC'flON 

Purpose of the Study 

This study had as its purpose the exp1oraton of the differences 

and siri1arities in four observational n3ethods for assessing child- 

ren's behavior in a free-play situation. The methods compared 

included participant observation, non-participant observation with 

two observers using systeatic techniques, and Z1 observation. 

The study was designed with the hope that it would provide directions 

and areas for further research in the field of observational method- 

ology. 

I por ce of the Study 

Present-day research in child behavior employs all four methods 

of observation investigated in this study, and there has been much 

speculation as to which method has the most value as a research tool. 

Also, there has come fr continued experience with these methods, 

statements as to the relative strengths and weaknesses of each. At 

present, however, there is so little empirical evidence that is based 

on research on the methods themselves that statements as to the 

relative value of or the nature of the contribution of these methods 

are not meaningful. This study was designed to initiate research 

that ultimately vili provide an answer to the question of the relative 

merit of each approach. 
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Background of the Study 

There are various methods for observing behavior and events: 

participant or non-participant uncontrolled observation, participant 

observation with controls for the observer, non-participant obser- 

vation with systematic controls for the observer, and observation by 

films. Each would seem to have its own particular advantages and 

disadvantages. 

Observation without controls for the observer, whether participant 

or non-participant, is that in which the observer has rio particular 

aspects of behavior or events to focus upon. Thus, the observer is 

not controlled as to what to see. There is also a lack of systematic 

controls as to the reliability of the observer in seeing what is to 

be seen arid in recording what bas been seen. However, an individual 

could not live without using observation to scee extent; he observes 

people, witnesses events, and participates in various experiences 

and then draws conclusions from these. 

Participant observation involves the observer's assing an 

active role in the group which he is observing. The group may or 

may not be aware of his role as observer. The participant observer 

has access to the saine experiences of the group and hence is able to 

record behavior of the group as he, a member of the group, views and 

experiences it. He, thus, is able to gain important insights con- 

cerning the members of the group. Participant observation makes it 

possible to secure data about individuals in actual life situations 

as the members of the group are involved. It is possible for the 
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participant observer to maintain an active-passive role as a member 

of' the group by estab1ishiri rapport with the group while still 

retaining objectivity about the members. 

When a participant observer enters a group its structure is 
charged; consequently, it is a different group because of' the obser- 

ver's presence and interaction with its members. Then, too, if' the 

group knows about the observer's reasons for being there, the behavior 

of the group may be changed so that the observer receives a distorted 

picture of the group and its behavior. Finally, though the observer ' s 

behavior and feelings may become like that of the other group members 

with whom he is participating and whom he is öhserving, it is possible 

that the observer may become too emotionally involved with the group 

for his observations to remain objective. 

In non-participant observation the group may or may not be aware 

of the observer's presence. The observer maar be hidden behind a one- 

way visual screen or in an observation booth. However, if the 

observer is in view and remains wholly passive, the group may become 

suspicious and uncomfortable if his role is not clearly understood. 
In social research this is often solved by the observer' s taking both 

a participant and a non-participant role for different activities. 

Both non-participant and participant observers may utilize 
various systematic techniques for control of the observer. A definite 

technique for recording data in tenas of time intervals, symbols for 

recording, a rotation schedule for observing different members, pre- 

pared observation sheets, and a decision as to the unit of behavior 
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to be recorded may be developed axid used by the observer. 

FiLne are a mea.s of securing Information which can later be 

observed, analyzed, and the infornation evaluated. A filin can be 

observed innumerable t1ies so that a behavior or ari event missed the 

first time might be discovered on the second, third, or fourth view- 

ing. Films, however, are an expensive means of observation, espe- 

ciaily if there is only one specific occasion for their use. Also, 

there is a question as to what a film can record that an observer 

cannot record or what an observer can record that a film cannot. 

Various questions arise as a consequence of the differences 

inherent in these methods. For example, which method vili result in 

achieving the greatest quantity of infoxation? In what situations 

can each method be used. to its full advantage? What method is the 

most effective in securing the necessaxr infonnation? These arid 

other questions are subjects for research. 
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REVIEW OF TkLE RELATED LITEBURE 

Observation of social behavior is probably as old as nan hinself. 

Throughout ma's history, the novelist, poet, historian, and philo- 

sopher have been interested in describing and explaining behavior in 

texs of what they have seen. Frc* observation cxies interpretation 

concerning the motives and feelings behind overt behavior. 

i tematic Observation 

The use ol' a humaxi observer a a neasuring thstncent in the 

behavioral sciences was a develonent of the 1920's and l93Os. 

According to Jersild (18, p. 172), there vas a de8ire for a more 

objective technique which could aid. in studying social and emotional 

behavior of children in natural settings . The rise of the centers 

for research in child develozuent gave impetus to the use of 

systeatic observational techniques. The scientific utilization of 
observation is known by various names such as controlled or system- 

atic observation and time-sampling. 

Definition of Time-Sampling 

Arrington defines time-sampling as "a method of observing the 

behavior of individuals or groups under the ordinary conditions of 

everyday life in which observations are made in a series of short 

time periods so distributed as to afford a representative sampling 

of the behavior under observation. It is a method of sampling, the 



validity of which is primarily a function of the amount arid distri- 

bution of the time spent in observation or of the number, length, 

and distribution of the separate observations or time samples. It 

is a form of controlled observation in WhiCh the observer, the method 

of recording, and the manner of' selecting the behavior to be observed 

are subject to control rather than the situation in which observations 

are made. It is a method whose essential function is accurate 

measurement of' the incidence of specific behavior acts or patterns 

under specified conditions." (5, p. 82) 

Early Pioneers in Systematic Observation 

The major contributions to the development of' the technique of' 

systematic observation have come fr the work of' Olson, Goodenough, 

and Parten at the University of' Minnesota and fran Dorothy Swaine 

Thomas at Columbia University arid at the Yale Institute of Human 

Relations. At Minnesota the studies were concerned with developing 

a technique to aid in the measurement of social behavior. At 

Columbia and Yale, Thomas and her associates studied the observer 

as a recording instrument and attempted to break down behavior into 

units which could be defined, recorded, arid quantified. (5) 

Olson (61#) first applied the term "time-sampling" to a study of' 

the nervous habits of children. Parten's study (65) of the social 

partIcipation of Children In an indoor free play situation was 

similar to that of' Olson. However, it differed in that the time unit 

of' observation was shortened from five minutes to one minute. Using 
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a nore refined system asid under nore controlled. cond.ttiona, 

Goodenough (31.) and her graduate students measured the behavior of 

a group of children in free play. Behavior was recorded in tenas 

of sbols at fifteen second. intervals Under the direction o 

Dorothy Thas at Columbia University, Ruth Arrington (li) and Loomis 

(57) made significant steps in further develoent of systewatic 

observational techniques. 

Requirements of Systematic Observation 

Fran the investigations of the earlier researchers and fr the 

work of those following has ce information concerning the technique 
end f1ndinjs designed to make systematic observation a more adequate 

and. reliable ìnstriment for measurement. According to Jersild, 

researchers have found that the following are requirements if 

systematic observation is to be used properly: 

"1. There must be systematic recording in objective tems 
of behavior which is in the process of occurring in 
a manner that will yield quantitative, individua), scores. 

2 . There must be definitions in terms of overt actions of 
the units or patterns or contexts of behavior that are 
recorded and scored. 

3. There must be measurement of the objectivity of the 
definitions which are used. 

¿1V. There must be control of the observer. 

5. There must be measurement of the reliability or fidelity 
of the observer. 

6. There must be appropriate tung and distribution of the 
observation periods. 



7. There niust be obßervation periods that are suÍÍicient 
In duration and number to give a reliable sampling of 
the behavior with which the study purports to deal and. 

for which quantitative resulta are reported. (h8, 

p. )72-Ii.82) 

Applications of yste3natic Observation to the Study of Children's 
Behavior 

Systematic observation has been used to measure many different 

aspects of children's behavior. In these studies the length of obser- 

vation periods used, the tisie units, the category systems, the rating 

systems, etc., have varied considerably. Generally, systematic 

observation has been applied to studies of the behavior of nursery 

school, kindergarten, or first grade children although there are some 

applications of systematic observation to the behavior of older 

children and adults. (5, p. 87) 

The following are some of the areas which have been investigated 

by using systematic observational techniques: physical contacts (57), 

aggression (29), conflict (zi7), ascendance (113), friendship and 

quarrels (22, 37), dominatIon and integration (2), domination and 

submission (70), social patterns (5), initiation of 8ocial contacts 

(io), social participation in play (65), social adjustment (6), and 

language patterns (î). For a more comprehensive review, see 

Arrington (5), Jersilc3. (48), Bott (18), Geflert (30), and Strodtbeck 

(72). 
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ApplicatiouB of Systematic Observation to the Study of Groups 

SysteiatiC observation has been applied to diagnostic and. 

descriptive studies of sinail groups of older children and adults 

whose nembers are in face-to-face contact with each other. Bales 

(6) has published a set of observational categories for studies 

concerned with the interaction and function of' groups in face-to- 

face contact. Reyns (55) developed a category system for studying 

problem-solving in a conference situation. Fouiezos, Butt and 

Guetzlcov (55) developed a category system to observe decision- 

making conferences in business and industry. Carter, Haythorn, 

Meirowitz, and Lanzetta (55) systematically observed leadership 

while Polanaky, Lippitt, and Red]. have systematically observed 

behavioral contagion of a group of boys in a camp setting (55). 

Types of Observer Systems 

Basically, there are two observer systems which can be applied 

to systematic observation. These are the category and rating scale 

systems. "A category system consists of one or more categories or 

statements describing a class of phenc*nena into which observed 

behavior may be coded.' (112, p. 388..389) Category systems differ in 

the extent to which the observer can record all overt behavior in 

the categories and can make inferences as to the motives and feelings 

of those being observed. 

Rating scales have been used to describe the behavior of indi- 

vid.uals as well as the activities of an entire group . They may be 
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used to record behavior at frequent intervals throughout an inter- 

action period, or to assess the nature of an entire socia]. event 

after it has ended. (112, p. 393) Rating scales are often used in 

exploratory studies to help refine definitions of behaviors under 

investigation. A rating system was used for purposes of measurement 

in this studr. Properties of scales, their uses, etc. vili be dis- 

cussed in detail at the end. of this charter. 

Methods of Recording Observations 

In many of the studies, the units of behavior were defined in 

advance and the observer could then enter a check or symbol on the 

record each time an item of a given category occurred. (4, 64, 65) 

In other studies a system was used of recording behaviors simultan- 

eously as they occurred by a series of symbols. (57, 58, 63) 

Mechanical aids, too, have been found to be effective The advan- 

tages and limitations of such aids as the Bales and Gerbands 

Interaction Recorder, sound recordings, stenograph, and stenotype 

machine are reviewed by Carter (2).). For a discussion of motion 

pictures used in observation see the section in this chapter dealing 

with filins. 

Observers have used time units ranging f rcv five seconds to 

several minutes. Single observation periods have ranged frcn less 

than a minute to several hours Scores may represent a tally of the 

frequency of a given response within a time unit, or they may repre- 

sent the number of separate time unìts in which a given response has 

occurred. 
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Reliability 2 Observation 

The prob1en of the reliability of observers was studied by 

Dorothy Thnas (76) and Budzik (19). Thouas used. notion picture 

records as a check on observer reliability but found these to be 

expensive and impractical and not a true picture of reliability 

unless the observer has the same vantage point as the camera. 

Budzilc found. that other things being equal the fewer the behavior 

items or categories included In the record, the more precise the 

definition of these Items; and the siipler the recording process, 

the more reliable will be the observations (19, p. 140). other 

factors hith affect reliability of the observers are the training 

of the observers, the length of the tIre interval, nd the amount of 

inference of the observers in the behavior under observation. 

Two methods have been used to measure the reliability of obser- 

vatlon, percentage of agreewent method and the correlation method. 

The percentage method measures observer agreement on each item while 

the correlation method measures gross agreement of the total fre- 

quency per observation period. The correlation method is deceptive 

when the behavior under observation occurs so rarely that the scores 

of some categories or points on the scale are zero. Several studies 

have found that observer bias may also affect the canparability of 

observers data (Ii, 57). 
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Advantages and Lin1tat1ons of Systezvatic Observation 

Florence Goodenough has summarized the advantages and limita- 

tions of systematic observation as a technique. 

"1. The individual Is measured in tervs of actual samples 
of his everyday behavior as displayed under ordinary 
conditions. 

2. While the method Involves differeL distribution of tizne 
than that of the ordinary teat series, the total aznount 
of time seems to be little In excess of that required to 
secure measurements of corresponding reliability by the 
more usual procedures. 

3 . The method appears to be applicable to the measurement of 
widely varying types of behavior; many of which have 
hitherto proved exceedingly difficult to express in 
quantitative terms. 

4 . Measurements can be taken without Interfering with or 
interrupting the usual activities of the subject; by the 
exercise of a little care they can be taken without his 
knowledge. 

5. It is unsafe to asstnie that nonna or standards derived 
f r a limited group iay be applied to another group for 
whom conditions may be quite different even though they 
appear to be similar.. . .Canparisona should be limited to 
the individuals included in the particular group studied." 
(35, p. 235) 

Participant Observation 

"Among the most widely practiced and least codified procedures 

of social research are those comprised by the large-scale collection 

of observation and interview data in conunitIes." (59, p. 301i.) No 

studies of participant observation of young children in nursery school, 

play group, or school roan settings cazne to this reviewer's attention. 

However, several field studies of children have been made. Wayne 
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Dennis (51i) in his study of the chi1d-rear1ri patterns of the Hopi 

Indians ßysteitatically observed the play of the liopi children as 

they played under a shelter constricted to provide shade for his 

faniily . KLucithohn ' s studr ( li) on Navaho infancy and early childhood 

used. soll3e coatrols in observation and saapling procedure as 8he 

investigated child training practices. Auother study which used a 

combination participaut-systnatie approach was oue conducted by 

Henry (5i). Ali of the Pilaa children in the cc.vmunity were studied 

and observations were recorded as they reacted in a doil-play situa- 

tion. 

In dißcussing field methods and techniques, Oscar Lewis (5l.) 

mentions that interest in control and experiment in field work is 

relatively recent and that much remains to be done in the future. 

"Since 1930 only 7 articles dealing directly with field methods have 

appeared in the AMEBICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST and four of these were con- 

cerned with learning native languages . " ( 54., p . 1460 ) In the past 

twenty years there has been an increased concern with procedures, use 

of questionnaires, schedules, and informants. Photography, taping, 

and recording of interviews have been used. The most recent trend in 

field studies is the increasing use of quantification of data and 

objectivity in recording of the data. Levis suggests the increase 

in the use of such controls as sampling and systiatic observation. 

He also would see more than one observer on the field so that data 

can be compared. All of this is necessary if participant observation 

is to secure meaningful, objective, and reli&1e data (5i). 
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Definition and Development of Participant Observation 

Kluckhohn defines participant observation as the conscious and 

systematic sharing, in so far as circumstances permit, in the life 

activities and, on occasion, in the interests and affects of a group 

of persons. Its purpose is to obtain data about behavior through 

direct contact and in terme of specific situations in which the 

distortion that results from the investigator's being an outside 

agent is reduced to a ninimum.t (51, p. 331) 

The greatest contribution to the development of the technique of 

participant observation has come frc*m the field of social anthropology. 

In the study of communities and primitive societies, participant 

observation has been particularly applicable because of its usefulness 

in exploratory studies, in discovering local customs, or in developing 

hypotheses where there was a lack of formulation. Examples of field 

studies in prthmitive societies are the studies of Dennis (51f) and 

Malinovski (66) . Examples of field studies in comvmunity research are 

those of Warner ( 79 ) , Whyte ( 59 ) , Anderson ( 3 ) , and Hollingahed ( 50). 

An example of a study using participant observation in a sinail group 

is one drne by Schwartz (71). 

Types of Participant Observation 

Researchers have employed many variations of participant obser- 

vation when studying the life of a ccvmnunity. An example of a study 

in which the researcher established a predetermined role is that of 

Hortence Powdermaker in her study of Cottonville (50). She obtained 
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Derrnission to use the title 'Visiting Teacher" frorn the Departnent 

of Educatior at Jackson, Mi&isipi, prior to her entrance into the 

coznunity of Cottonville. John Whiting (66) in a study of the Kwoia 

arrived with police officials and goverxent officials, and the 

natives assumed that he was a part of the governxnent also. 

I'lalinowski (66) lived aiìiong the Trobriand. Islanders and partici- 

pated in every native activity . flolmberg ( 66 ) participated in the 

activities of the Sirioni of' Bolivia to the extent that like the 

natives he ate his food at night to avoid the begging of starving 

natives. He went wìth the natives hunting for food, slept in huts, 

and went without salt. Nela Anderson (3) lived for twelve months in 

Ch sg' s hoboheiia and collected sixty life histories. 

Another level of participation is exemplified by Lynd's study of 

MidLtletown ( 50 ) , azi ?uerican cimnunity . The research ten lived in 

the cuunity and participated as fully as possible . Interviewing 

was used. In addition, observation and. interviews were supplemented 

by all types of documentary research. Child (50) studied second 

generation males of' Italian origin using a cOEnbination of participant 

observation and systematic interviewing. 

According to Schwartz (71, p. 347-350), the participant obser- 

ver's role is a ccnbination active-passive one. Although the observer 

never can ccepletely separate his emotions frcn those of the persons 

in the cczìimnunity, he must detach himself as much as possible. He 

must interact with the group members but must be aware of the dangers 
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of too much interaction. He rust realize the possibilities and 

limitations of his role in the counity. If he fails to limit his 

prticip.tion, then a failure to uncover clues in data collection 

may result. The reason for participation Is to better experience the 

life of those members of the community so that they can be observed 

with more uxiderstaxidin. All of the interactive roles between the 

ooserver and observed, must be taken into account as the data are 

interpreted (78, p. 355). The participant observer must constantly 

evaluate himself in all instances. 

Factors Which Affect the Reliability and Validi.ty of the Data 

It would seem that several factors might affect the reliability 

and validity of the participant observer's data. Because it Is 

impossible to record conversation as it occurs and events in perfect 

chronological order, distortions in the data may result The observer 

will usually have to depend upon his memory or on hastily noted words 

and phrases for his observational data. Bias and a lack of controls 

may alter the data. To counteract such tendencies, there is a feeling 

that a student in field work should have a theoretical grasp of field. 

work, and he should be exposed to field work experiences early. A 

further help is when several students enter the same field work 

experience and work as a team, observing, recording, and comparing 

their data and checking for biases and inaccuracies (144, p. 512). 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Participant Observation 

The advantages and disadvantages of participant observation as 

a technique have been reviewed by Schwartz (71), Paul (66), Lehnan 

(56), Miller (61), and. KLuckhohn (51). The following are some of the 

advantages: 

I . Through participation in a conmunity or culture, the 
observer gains insights about the life of' the people. 

2. It is possible for the participant observer to interact 
with his subjects while still naintaining objectivity. 
Thus, the observer may take part in activities of' the 
community and. observe other activities. 

3. Participant observation makes it possible to secure data 
about individuals in actual real-life situations as the 
members of the group are involved. 

h. By participating in a community, the observer experiences 
the aee events and feelings as the members of the 
cOEmnunity experience. 

5. Data is no longer completely observational. It is supple- 
nented by interviews, surveys, case studies, questionnaires, 
and so on. 

Some of the disadvantages of participant observation as a technique 

are: 

1 When the observer assumes a role in the community, the 
structure of the group is changed. Behavior and events 
nay be altered because of his presence. 

2. If the observer becomes too emotionally involved with his 
subjects, biases, judgments, and Interpretations mar enter 
into his data. 

3. Often, the observer cannot record events, behavior, or 
conversation as it occurs and nust depend on his memory 
of the situation. 

Ii. The participant observer' s role requires rapport with 
his subjects cbined with objectivity. 



Filxn Observation 

Definition of Cinematography 

Cinematography includes all of the applied sciences which are 

concerned with the recording and the reproduction of moving re. 

"A series of separate images are recorded on the same continuous light 

sensitive ribbon and are exposed at standard intervals of tine to 

represent successive phases of moveixient. When these are exhibited in 

rapid sequence above the fusion of hwnan vision, the separate images 

persist long enough in the mind of the observer to reproduce the 

appearance of continuous motion. (60, p. 91) For a complete review 

of scientific cinematography, its historical development and its 

literature, see Michaelis (60). 

Application of Film Observation to the Study of Human Behavior 

Geseil and his associates (60, 40) have applied the principle of 

cinematography to various scientific studies of human behavior. 

Gesell has called his technique of film analysis "cinemana1ysist. 

(6, p. 216) "Cinewanalysie consists in the anaiiic study of indi- 

vidual frames. As a method of investigation it is made possible by 

five features: 

1. The film is propelled at a known speed and minutely 
records time values and sequences. 

2 . Simultaneously and minutely the 111m records space 
relationships and configurations. 

3 . The film recorda these spatial and temporal data in a 
series of discrete, instantaneous registrations. 
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Ii-. These reistrat1ons can be serially reinstated at 
normal, retarded, and accelerated rates. 

5, Any single registration can be individually studied, in 
terms of t1ie and space as a delineation pattern of a 
behavior event." (32, p. 14) 

At the Yale Psycho-Clinic Gessi]. and his co..workers constructed 

a special domed observation hemisphere which provided one-way vision, 

traniasion of sound, ventilation, ani.i reflection for internal 

lighting. It was made of mesh screen and steel ribs through which 

filins could be taken. A projection table was also ¡nade to neip în 

the study of the film. The projector had a one-inch lens and could 

be operated backward and foreward by hand or by power. The projector 

was mounted beneath the table so that with a mirror it projected the 

filin on a ground glass enane1ed plate set in the corner of the table 

top. Each movement of a subject could be timed and traced (60, 

p. 242-2143). 

Gesell's major work, AN ATLAS 0F INFANT BEHAVIOR (31), contains 

3,200 photographs, ail single frames fr his motion picture films. 
From this work be has derived standards and norma for child develop- 

nient. Thus, using cinematography as an instrument of observation and 

quantitative analysis, Oese].]. investigated infants from four to 

fifty-six weeks old and classified their behavior patterns, observed 

new-born infants through the first two weeks of life, obtained data 

of the normal infant through the first year of life, studied growth 

phenanena, compared identical twins from infancy through adolescence, 

and compared twine filmed ai.. different times. 



Other Film Obserration Studies of Children 

There have been other contributions to the method of filin obser- 

vation. Behrens; Langmuir, Stone and Bucher; Butlohn; and Fries (60) 

have a]]. done filmed biographical records of children. At the 

Caroline Zachry Institute of Huniart Development (60), play techniques 

of children with blocks, paints, crarons, clay, arid. water were filmed. 

McGraw ( 60 ) at Columbia University has done mazy filin records of 

children's behavior and develoent. Spitz (60) photographed the 

reactions of different babies during the first fifteen months of life 

and the development of the emotional life of babies. Spitz (60) also 

filmed the effect upon infants of prolonged separation f rcc the 

mother and also compared the behavior of children. Bowiby, Robertson, 

and Rosenbiuth (60) filmed the reaction of a two-year old, Laura, who 

was separated from her mother while she awaited an abdominal operation 

in the hospital. 

In axi experimental situation using projective play techniques, 

Lengmuir, Stone, and Bucher ( 60 ) filmed the use children made of a 

stick given to them after toys bad been taken away. Escaloria and 

Le itch (60) at the Kenninger Foundation filmed infants eighteen 

through twenty-five weeks old. after they were exposed to prolonged 

perceptual stiinulation. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Film Observation 

The application of cinematography to the study of h.unan behavior 

has various advantages and disadvantages (39, p. U9-120; 60, p. 9-12). 
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The foilowing are some of the advantages of fiii observation as a 

technique: 

1. Using an instrtment to record observable behavior 

make possible precise investigations of' behavior. 

2. "In thoroughness of' detail, in scope, objectivity, 

peinanence, and trustworthiness, the cinema record 

far outc]..asaes the htaiì observer. ' ( 39, p. 119) 

3 s The csiera records every detail of behavior within ita 
razge and never 1apaes in its attention to the scene 
which it is recording. 

4. The canera is indifferent and disinterested in that 
which it is recording. 

5 . The filn3 can be viewed an unlimited ntunber of tines 
and can be projected at its normal speed, slow speed, 
or in successive still frenes. 

Patterns of behavior can be translated into tine and 
space values. Thus, "time sampling is inherent in 
cinematographic records". (60, p. io) 

7. The camera can be concealed, will operate autc*atically, 
and is almost insensitive to atmospheric and climatic 
changes. 

Various disadvantages of the film as a technique of observation can 

be noted also: 

i The camera position must be chosen by the camera man. 
The position of the camera as it is photographing 
behavior is a most relevant factor. Thc*as (74) found 
when using films as a check on observer reliability that 
unless the observer has the saine perspective as the camera, 
the ciiparison of the film and the observer records does 
not provide a true picture of observer reliability. 

2. Often, the time interval which must lapse between develop- 
vient of the film record and actual projection is a long one. 

3. Photographic equipnent and film are rather expensive. 
Actual filming requires tine, effort, and sceie training. 

1. Often a film record of behavior is impractical. 



Rating Scales 

Definition of Rating Scales 
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A graphic rating scale systom vas used in this study to assess 

the behavior of children in a freeplar situation. The process of 

rating may be defined as "an assigning to a person or dati.m a rank, 

score, or mark that implies some quantity. The rank, score, or mark 

may assert the presence or absence of a quality called a qualitative 

rating or it may assign a place on a quantitative scale. A rating 

scale is a device by which a rater can record the estimated magnitude 

of the trait or quality rated." (25, p. 1137_438) 

¶ypes of Rating Scales 

Graphic Rating Scales. The graphic rating scale is a form for 

recording a rating according to the magnitude of some quality or 

trait. "It consists of' a straight line representing the entire range 

from a conceivable maximum to a conceivable minimum strength of the 

variable in question. The relative strength of the specimen being 

rated Is indicated by a check mark at a proportional distance from 

the ends. Scale points with brief descriptions may be indicated along 

the line to serve as a guide to the judge in localizing his rating." 

(25, p. 14.37_438) 

Itemized Rating Scales. In this type of rating scale the rater 

selects one of a limited number of well-defined categories Which are 

ordered In terms of their scale positions (44, vol. 1, p. 203). 
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Comparative Rating Scales. The ccparative rating scale con- 

sists of a scale in which "a ratee is compared with a group of 

individuals who have been chosen to exemplify different degrees of 

a particular trait. The ratee receives the score or rank of the 

person be most resembles in the trait in question." (25, p. 137_138) 

2!. ! Rating Scale 

The rating scale can be used on the spot as an observation or 

interview is taking place, or it can be used after subjects of a study 

have responded to the interviewer. Ratings cari be used. with inter- 

views, observations, projective materials, and questionnaires. 

Rating scal have been used to rate elementary teachers (77), 

personality ( 69) , training and experience of employees (20, 62), self- 

ratings vs. group ratings (80), relationships between insight and 

measures of projection and distortion (26), and behavior of a pupil 

(il, 211., b7). 

Th Validity 2: Rating Scales 

In the 1950 ' s the United States Armed Forces began an evaluation 

of the use of the rating scale in its personnel trainIng program. A 

research program involving 1400 student officers we.s so designed as to 

study the effect of different rating techniques, rater characteristics 

and rating conditions on the validity of' efficiency ratings. No 

differences in the validity of the ratings were found when : raters 

were required to identify themselves as opposed to remaining anonymous, 

a variety of graphic scales and forced-choice forms were used, lenient 
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raters were contrasted with hard raters. Ratings were more valid if: 

made earlier in a rating session involving several ratees rather than 

at the end of the session, an average of a munber of ratings was used 

rather than a single rating per ratee, the raters were high in 

ability and achievement (9). 

The Reliabil of Rating Scales 

A. W. Bendig (12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) has done many research 

studies involving rater reliability end other factors. In a study 

of rater reliabIlity and judental demoralization, Bendig found that 

Jud,ental demoralization results when the tota). rating task pre- 

sented to the judge is too extensive or cc*nplex (13). In a study of 

rater reliability and heterogeneity of scale anchors, Bendig found 

that, when rating for preference value two lists of ten foods each 

which varied in the heterogeneity of the verbal anchors defining the 

end categories, raters were significantly less reliable for the more 

homogeneous list and more reliable when the end anchors were hetero- 

geneous (12). 

Bendig also studied judnenta1 fatigue and rater reliability. 

One hundred twenty subjects were asked to rate a total of forty-five 

stimuli for preference value using a nine-point scale. The forty- 

five stimuli were randnly divided into individual lists containing 

lo, 15, or 20 foods and each group received one of the possible orders 

of list length. Rater reliability was significantly different 

between the individual lists but was not affected by either the 
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length of' the list or by the temporal order of the list in the series. 

It was concluded that judgmental fatigue does not affect rater 

reliability or bias when the subjects report food preference self- 

ratings (lii). 

In studying reliability and the ninber of rating scale cate- 

gories, Bendig used two hundred thirty-six subjects to rate 20 foods 

as to preference using 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 categories. Test reliability 

( summed ratings for each subject) was constant over the entire range 

of categories. Rater reliability (suxmxied ratings for each food) was 

constant fr 5 to 9 categories but was slightly lover at 2 and 

higher at 3 categories (15). 

In further studies (16, 17), Bendig found that rater bias tended 

to decrease with longer scales (7 and 9 categories)and rater reli- 

ability increased with longer scales (7 and 9 categories) and with 

higher educational levels. 

Effect 2 Nwnber Order of Ratings on Reliability and Validitr 

In a study by Karcher and King, the first rating was consistently 

most reliable and the fourth rating ¡nade in the saine period was con- 

sistently least reliable and valid. There was a sizeable increase in 

the reliability estimate for four ratings over the reliability of any 

single rating. There was a sizeable increase in the validity esti- 

mate based on the sum of four ratings over that of the first (149). 
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Structure of Rating Scales 

Guilford suggests the following rules for scale construction: 

1. Each trait should occupy a page by itself. 

2. The line should be at least five inches long but not 
much longer. 

3. The line should have no breaks or divisions. 

1. The t'good" and. "poor" ends should be alternated In 
random order so as to avoid a constant motor tendency to 
check at one side of the page. 

5. Use three or five descriptive adjectives--two extremes 
and one or three intenxediates. 

6. The descriptive phrases should be in small type with 
considerable white space between them. 

7. Only universally understood descriptive terms should 
be used. 

8. Decide beforehand upon the probable extremes of ability 
to be found in the group or groups in which the scale is 
to be used. 

9. The end phrases should not be so extrne in meaning as to 
be avoided by the raters. 

10. Have the extreme phrases set flush with the ends of the 
lines. 

11. The average or neutral phrases need not be evenly spaced. 

12. Descriptive phrases need not be evenly spaced. 

13. In the scoring use a stencil which divides each line into 
several sections to which numerical values are assigned. 

11i. The divisions of the scoring stencil need not be equal. 

15. Do not require any finer distinctions in rating than are 
used in scoring." (38, p. 271-272) 

In a study by Howard Clarke (23), it was found that physical 

features of a scale Which facilitate recall of the actual behavior 
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will increase the accuracy of ratings Longer objective descriptive 

ste.teients will be more effective than sinrple phrases in defining the 

steps on an a&jectiveal type rating scale. 

The Rater 

In a study concerning the training of raters Delmar Landen found 

that raters will vary in the accuracy of ratings given in direct pro- 

portion to the nber of previous relevant contacts with the ratee. 

The rater will make more accurate ratings when he has been forewarned 

concerning the types of activity to be rated since this vil]. facilitate 

his more properly focusing attention on such behavior (53). Falk and 

Bayroff ( 27 ) fowid that when the same rater was involved agreement was 

greater if the se technique was employed than when different tech- 
niques were used. When different raters were evp1oyed, it iade no 

difference whether the same or different techniques were used. 

The Scale Used in This Study 

The rating scales used in this study vere graphic scales especial- 

ly designed for measuring the behavior of children in a free-play 

situation. The behavior assessed consisted of five main variables: 

tension, avenues used in the expression of tension, body movement, 

outgoingness, and purposetulness. These five variables were sub- 

divided further until there vere 20 variables to rate Each variable 

was placed on a four-, five-, or six-point continuum with brief 

descriptions of the scale points along the line to serve as a guide 

for the rating. For a more cznplete description of the rating scale 



see Appendix "A" and the discussion pertaining to the neasuring 

instrument in the section entitled Method and Procedures. 

The rating system for measuring behavior of children was used 

for all three of the approaches to observation described above. It 

was used within the framework of systematic observation, participant 

observation, and film observation. 



J4HOD AN PBOCIDUR 

Subjects 

Sixteen children were chosen to participate in this study. 

These hi1dren were selected because of their age and. availability. 

AU were registered by their parents as applicaxats for enrol].nent 

in the Oregon State College Nursery Schools . At the te of obser- 
vation, the children were between the ases of ten months and. thirty- 

four months. 

The subjects were divided into four groups consisting of four 

children each . The first group was composed of ten to twelve month 

old children, the second group of sixteen to seventeen month old 

children, and the third group of twenty-three to twenty-five month 

old children, and the fourth group of thirty-two to thirty-four month 

old children. The age range within each group was kept email so that 

the behavioral characteristics within each group would be more 

hanogeneous. 

From each of the four age groups one child was randomly selected 

to be observed during his scheduled observation hour. Each of the 

four children was observed by four variations of observational 

methods. 

Procedure 

Contact 
2.!: 

Subjects . The parents of the children in the study 

were initially contacted by a letter ( see Appendix "B1' ) explaining 

the research project and asking the parents to consider the 
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toasibiiity of their chi.Ld's becoming a subject for the study. This 

letter was followed by a telephone cali. At that tire, azy question 

of the parent was answered, and a decision was reached as to whether 

the parent would cooperate in the study. If the parent agreed to 

particìpate, the mother was told the date and time which she and her 

child vere to he at the nursery school. Each mother was asked to 

acccpany her child and stay with him during the observation hour. 

This was done in order to give the child the security of his mother's 

presence in an unÍamiliar nursery school setting with strange 

children and adults. 

Nursery School Setting. Each group of four children with their 

mothers came to the nursery school laboratory for one hour of free 

play. The nursery school laboratory was used as the setting for the 

free-play situation Around the ro various toys and equipment 

attractive to children were placed. Since the playroa was large, 

the room was divided by a series of folding screens so that a space 

approximately 20 ' x 16 ' was utilized by the children for play. The 

mothers vere seated in chairs at one side of the ro so that they 

could canmunicate easily with the children and so that the children 

could readily reach their mothers if they wished. 

In a snail alcove adjoining the playroom, the systematic observer, 

camera observer, and the photographer with his camera were seated. 

The observers in the alcove were separated f zun the play group by a 

series of waist-high folding screens. The observers and camera were 
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visible to the children at al]. times, but interaction between the 

two groups did not take place. 

A participant observer was at all times with the children in 

the plarron. This observer actually had contact with the children 

'while at the saine time observed the child in the total situation. 

The Measuri Instrunent for Assessing Behavior. A system of 

graphic rating scales was constructed for this study to nmeasure the 

children' s behavior. A rating scale was chosen as the method of data 

collection for several reasons: 

1 . The study was to be exploratory in character and the 
rating scale is often used as a means of "obtaining the 
experience which will be helpful in formulating relevant 
hypotheses and. for discovering the possibilities for 
different types of research." (11.4, vol. 1, p. 33) 

2 . "Rating scales are probably one of the most ccnn,only 
used forns for scaling traits and attributes." (68, p. 227) 

3. The rating scale is a relatively simple instrument by 
which one can observe and record the presence or absence 
of a given behavior. 

. The rating scale was suitable and easily adaptable to 
al]. of the zethods of observation enmployed in this study. 

The children' s behavior was measured, in te uns of five variables: 

tension, avenues used in the expression of tension, body movement, 

outgoingness, and purposefulness. Each of the main variables was 

subdivided. until the complete Behavior Rating Scale ( see Appendix IA) 

consisted of twenty variables of behavior. Each of the variables was 

placed on a 1, 5, or 6 point continuim with brief descriptions of the 

scale points along the line to serve as a guide for the observer's 

rating of the behavior. The following is a skeletal outline of the 
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five main variables and the subdivisions of each. (See Appendix "Att 

for a further definition and explanation of the variables and rating 

scale.) 

I. Tension 

1. Extent to which a child evidences tension during 
the course of the observation 

2. Extent to which the situation is inferred to be 
tension-producing 

II. Avenues used in the expression of tension 

3. Bodily expression 

li. Vocal expression 

5. Physical aggression expressed in positive, acceptable 

( non-destructive ) wsre toward materials appropriate 
for this expression 

6. Physical aggression expressed through attack on 
materials 

7. Aggression through attack on people 

8. Expression of tension through the seeking of nurturance 

9. Expression of tension through showing-off behavior 

III. Body Movement 

10. Speed of movement 

u. Expansiveness of movement 

Iv. Outgoingness 

12. Frequency with which a child initïates interaction 
with materials 

13. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction 
with adults 

11.. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction 
with children 
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15 . Proportion of athû.t overtures to interaction 
accepted by a thud 

16. Proportion of Child overtures to Interaction 
accepted by a child 

17 . Pdount oÍ tine sient in interaction with materials 

15. inount cl' time spent In interaction with adults 

19. Amount of time spent in interaction with children 

V. Purposefulness 

20. Purposefulness 

In addition to the fact that the scales varied as to the number 

of' scale points, fourteen of the twenty were single dimensional need- 

ing only a horizontal rating ( see Figure i ) and six scales required 

the rater to make both a horizontal and vertical rating ( see Figure 

2), or two-climensiozial rating. 

6. Physical Aggression Expressed Through Attack on Materiala 

Much use of Considerable Scene use of Slight use of No use 
this avenue use of this this avenue this avenue of this 
( 40 - 100% ) avenue ( u. - 25% ) ( i - 10% ) avenue 

(26-39%) 

FIGURE 1. 
A Single Dimensional Rating Scale with a Horizontal Dimension 



2. Extent to Which the Situation is Inferred to be Tension-Producing 

Stimuli are 
extremely 
tension-producing 

Stimuli are 
tension-producing 

Stimuli are 
snewhat 
tension-producing 

Stimuli are 
slightly if at ail 
tension-producing 

All of A large A considerable Some of A email None 
the time proportion proportion of the time proportion of the 
(99-100%) of the time the time (ii - 25%) of the time time 

(40-99%) (26-39%) (1-10%) 

FIGUBE 2. 

A Two-Dimensional Rating Scale with both Vertical and Horizontal Dimensions 
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!thod$ E Observation. Four variations of observational 

methods were enployed in this study. These variations included the 

participant observer, the non-participant systenatic observer in the 

observation alcove, the non-participant observer with the canera, 

and the impartial coder of the filas. All four observers used the 

Behavior Rating Scale in their assessment of the child's behavior. 

Fran each of the four age groups, one child was randomly selected 

to be observed during his scheduled observation hour. During this 

hour each of the observers concentrated on the selected subject. 

The participant observer assumed an active role with the group 

of children initiating activities when it seemed necessary and 

observing the child in the total situation. After each observation 

hour the participant observer rated the subject according to what had 

been observed over the entire hour. Each child selected for obser- 

vation from the four different age groups was rated once by a 

participant observer. 

At each of the four observation periods, a cera was located 

in the observation alcove and focused on the child selected for obser- 

vation during each of the four periods. The camera recorded each of 

the subjects' behavior for a period of twelve minutes. The twelve- 

minute sample of the child's behavior was staggered throughout the 

entire observation hour. The filin of the child was later analyzed 

and rated by an impartial film observer who was umifamniliar with the 

child and the free-play situation. The film observer, in assessing 

the child's behavior from the film, used the Behavior Rating Scale 
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as did. the other three observers. 

As the camera photographed the behavior of the subject selected 

for filtning, a non-participant observer stayed close to the camera 

and observed the child selected for observation from the same vantage 

point as the camera. This non-participant observer observed only as 

the camera was in operation or for the twelve-minute period in which 

the camera was sampling the child' a behavior. The camera observer 

used the Behavior Rating Scale also. 

In stunrnary, a child vas selected randomly from each of the four 

age groups for purposes of observation. Dnring this observation, his 

behavior was rated by a participant observer, a non-participant 

systematic observer in the observation alcove, and a non-participant 

observer stationed with the camera. A filin of the child was taken 

at this time and was later analyzed and rated by a film observer. In 

order to make it possible to compare the differences and similarities 

between the four different ratings, the filin observer, non-participant 

observer with the camera, and the participant observer rated each of' 

the four children only once, while the non-participant systematic 

observer rated each of the four children three times with the three 

ratings being pooled and averaged. For comparison purposes, then, 

there was one rating for each of the four methods of observation for 

each of the four subjects selected for study. 

Observation Schedule Each group was scheduled to come to the 

nursery school laboratory for one hour of observation. From each 

group one child was randomly selected to be observed. Each observer 
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had a different observation role for each hour of obeervation; that 

is, no observer was caTnera observer nore than once, participant 

observer more than once, etc. 

A system of rotation for observation was devised as shown in 

Figure 3. This system of rotating the observers was necessary in 

order to compare the differences and similarities in the ratings 

obtained by the four different methods of observation used. The 

different methods of observation that were used in the study are 

shown along the top by NPSO, the non-participant systematic observer; 

PO, the participant observer; CO, the camera observer; and FO, the 

film observer. The letters A, B, C, and D shown within the large 

squares illustrate the rotation of the four observera of the study. 

Each observer assumed a different role for each observation hour. 

Methods of Observation 

M'SO PO CO FO 

la A B C D 

2b D A B C 

3c C D A B 

B C D A 

FIGURE 3. 

Observation Rotation System 
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Along the side of Figure 3 are arabic nuverals and lower-case 

letters a, b, c, and d. The nunerals 1, 2, 3, and 1 stand. for the 

four children randoely selected f ri the age groups for observation. 

The letters a, b, C, and. d stand for the different age groups of the 

study: a, lO to 12 nontbs; b, 16 to 17 znonths; c, 23 to 25 months; 

and à, 32 to 31. months. 

Reliability of Observers. Reliability of observation was estab- 

lished on three groups of children who ce to the nursery school 

laboratory for observation. These children were only used for purposes 

of establishing reliability. The setting of the nursery school was 

the sane as that of the study. Afl. of the children used in the 

reliability study were chosen f rom those registered for Oregon State 

College Nursery Schools. 

Each of the three groups consisted of three children with the 

first group being made up of ten and. eleven-month-old children; the 

second, sixteen to seventeen-month-old children; and the third, 

twenty-seven to twenty-nine-month-old children. It was assumed that 

if' the observers were reliable for a group troni twenty-seven to 

twenty-nine months of age, they would also be reliable for a group 

from twenty-three to twenty-five months of age and a group thirty-two 

to thirty-four months of age since twenty-seven to twenty-nine months 

is near the znid.1e of both of these age groups. 

Reliability scores are presented in Tables I, II, and III. 

Table I indicates Individual Category Reliability for the three age 

groups, and Table II shows Individual Observer reliability for the 



three group.. Table III indicates Average Total Observer Reliability 

for the three age groups. The reliability scores as presented in 

Table I were computed for each age group and for each individual 

variable of the Behavior Rating Scale In deteruiining reliability, 

it was decided to compute percent of agreement from complete agree- 

meut, when observers checked the same scale point, and to compute 

percent of agreement from an agreement based on disagreement by one 

scale interval The formula used for these computations was: 

Number of agreements Percentage of agreement 
Agreement. plus Disagreements 

Table II shows the individual observer reliability scores accord- 

ing to every possible combination of two observers. Here, too, 

reliability was computed for complete agreement and agreement when 

differing by only one scale interval. The same formula was utilized 

for these computations. 

Table III indicates the average total observer reliability for 

the entire Behavior Rating Scale . Here, each of the reliability scores 

of the observers for the variables was totaled and averaged. These 

figuree vere used in computing the observer's total reliability for 

the rating scale. Complete agreement and agreement when differing by 

one scale interval were computed. 

It wiil be noted in Table I that the reliability scores for 

several of the variables are low, indicating a lack of understanding 

of the variables by the observers. The scores on these variables were 

not as valid or satisfactory as scores on those variables indicating 



higher agreement. With this fact in mind, it was decided to keep 

these variables showing low reliability in the study, remembering 

that the data for these variables would be questionable. 



TABLE I. 
INDIVIDUAL CATEGORY RELIABILITY 

P&E GROUPS 

lo - 12 months 16 - 18 wonths 27 - 29 months 
Ccinplete Disagree . Complete Disagree . Ccplete Disagree. 

VARIABLES Agreement by i Agreement by i Agreement by i 

i. Extreme tension 88% 96% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
2. Considerable tension 86 88 83 100 79 87 
3. Some tension 38 58 66 83 1#]. 75 
li. . Little or no tension 38 1i1 66 100 58 88 
5 . Stimuli are extremely tension- 

producing 88 88 100 100 100 100 
6. Stimuli are tension-producing 6 70 100 100 66 87 
7 s Stimuli are scnewhat tension- 

producing 16 50 89 100 41 96 
8. Stimuli are slightly 1f at all 

tension-producing 12 1#1 66 83 62 66 
9. Bodily expression of tension 11 50 83 83 16 33 

io. Vocal expression 46 71 66 83 66 87 
li. Physical aggression expressed in 

positive, acceptable ways towards 
materials WhiCh are appropriate 
for this expression 75 88 100 100 87 100 

12. Physical aggression expressed 
through attack on materials 88 100 100 100 100 100 

13. Aggression through attack on 
people or materials 88 100 83 100 58 75 

14. Expression of tension through 
seeking of nurturance 79 83 100 100 75 87 

15. Expression of tension through 
"showing-off" behavior 83 79 66 100 100 100 

16. Speed of movement 50 100 100 100 46 lOO 
17. Expansiveness of movement 100 100 61 100 58 100 



Table I, continued 
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Complete Disagree . Ccplete Disagree e Cl3plete Disagree. 

VARIABLES Agreeient by 1 Agreent by 3. Areeent by i 

1g. Frequency with Which a child 
initiates interaction with 
materials 37% 83% 33% 55% 71% 100% 

19. Frequency with which a Child 
initiates interaction with adults 25 75 77 100 33 87 

20. Frequency with which a child 
initiates interaction with 
children 33 75 77 100 66 96 

21 . Proportion of' adult overtures to 

interaction accepted by a child 79 83 83 83 50 50 

22 . Proportion of child overtures to 
interaction accepted by e child. 8 62 77 83 79 79 

23. Amount of tine spent in inter- 
action with naterials 62 88 22 66 54 75 

214e ¡WlOUflt of time spent in inter- 
action with adults 66 83 38 100 33 75 

25 . Amount of time spent in inter- 
action with children 50 8 66 100 iJ. 87 

26. Level of involvenent with inateria29 50 38 66 33 75 

27. Level of involvement with adults 41 75 38 60 25 29 

28. Level of involvement with children 25 38 55 71 29 38 

29. Extreme persistence 96 96 100 100 100 100 

30. Persistence 71 71 100 100 75 75 
31. Some persistence 66 71 83 83 50 

32. Little or no persistence 88 88 83 83 46 50 

33. Extreme frustration 91 91 100 100 100 100 

311. Frustration 72. 71 55 60 75 75 

35. Some frustration 46 46 83 83 33 38 

4:- 

fo 



TABLE II. 
INDIVIDUAL OBSERVER RELIABII1 

AGE GROUPS 
10 - 12 months 16 - 15 months 27 - 29 months 

OBSERVER Complete Disagree. Complete Disagree. Complete Disagree. 
CCI(BINATIONS Agreement by 1 Agreement by i Agreement by 1 

A and B 60% 80% 67% 83% 64% 79% 

AandC 53 71 66 83 54 75 

AandD 55 71 60 82 67 87 

BandC 60 70 86 95 60 76 

B and D 58 69 82 93 65 77 

C and D 68 83 814 93 57 

U) 



TABLE III. 
AVERAGE TOTAL OBSERVER RELIABILITY 

AGE GROUPS 
10 - 12 uionthe 16 - 1 months 27 - 29 months 

Complete Disagree. Complete Disagree. Complete Disagree. 
OBSERVERS Agreement by i Agreement by 1. Agreement by i 

A 55% 7'% 614 83% 6$ 80% 

B 59 73 78 91 63 71 

c 60 75 y8 90 57 75 

D 60 7)i 75 87 62 80 



RESULTS 

The purpose of this study was to compare the differences and 

similarities in four methods of observation used to assess the beha- 

vior of children in a free-play situation. The four observational 

methods that were compared were participant observation, non-partici- 

pant systematic observation, film observation,axid non-participant 

observation from the same vantage point as the camera. 

Statistical Treatment of the Data 

A 14 X 1 Latin Square design was used iii the statistical analysis 

of the data. This design is illustrated in Figure ii. In this figure, 

the columns marked 1, 2, 3, and 1i pertain to the four children of the 

study who were randomly selected for observation. The rows lettered 

SO, Po, CO, and. FO indicate the four methods of observation employed. 

CHILDREN 
METhOD 2 

SO B C A D 

PO C A D B 

CO D B C A 

FO A D B C 

FIGiE 11. 

The 14 x 14 Latin Square Design Used in This Study 



It will be recalled that a system of rotating the observers was 

devised so that no observer assumed the saine role twice. Each child 

was exposed to all of the observers but in a different aerial order 

frcn the other children. The letters A, B, C, and. I) represent the 

four different observers in the study. These are arranged by rows 

and. columns to illustrate the system of rotation. 

Average scores for each of the 20 variables appearing in the 

rating scale were found for the four methods of observation. An 

analysis of variance was applied to these data to determine whether 

differences appeared in the average scores for the different approaches 

to observation. Duncan's new multiple range test was used to identify 

the main source of variation whenever an F-value resulting f rn the 

analysis of variance was significant. 

Results of the Analysis 

The data caning frOEn the analysis of variance appear in Table IV. 

Five of the twenty variables proved to vary significantly between 

observations.]. methods These were : Extent to Which a Child Evidences 

Tension During the Course of the Observation, Extent to Which the 

Situation is Inferred to be Tension-Producing, Bodily Expression of 

Tension, Frequency with Which a Child Initiates Interaction with 

Children, and Amount of Time Spent in Interaction with Materials A 

detailed analysis of these variables appears in Tables V through IX. 
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XV. 

BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES, THEIR F-VALUES, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
FOR METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

Names of Variables F-Values 

1. Extent to which a child evidences tension during 

the course of the observation 5.56* 

2. Extent to which the situation is inferred to be 
tension-producing 9.19* 

3. Bodily expression of tension ¿1.39* 

¿1. Vocal expression of tension 

5. Physical aggression expressed in positive, accept- 
sble (non-destructive) wajs towards materials 
appropriate for this expression 1.00 

6. Physical aggression expressed through attack on 

materials 1.00 

7. Aggression through attacic ou people .09 

6. Expression oÍ' tension through seeking of nurturance .54 

9. Expression of tension through showing-off behavior 1.00 

3.0. Speed of rovement 2.140 

11. Expansiveness of movement .64 

12. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction 
with materials .50 

13. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction 
with adults 1.14 

14. Frequency with which a Child initiates interaction 

with children 8 .9O 

15 . Proportion of adult overtures to interaction 

accepted by a child 1.26 

16 . Proportion of child overtures to interaction 

accepted by a child .64 

17. Amount of time spent in interaction with materials 1O.3O4* 



Table IV, continued 

Naines of Variables F-Values 

18. Amount of time spent in interaction with adults 1.08 

19. Amount of time spent in Interaction with children .36 

20. Purposefulness 

* Significant at five percent level. 

" Significant at one percent level. 

2.17 

The mean scores for the variables appearing in Tables V through 

Ix are arranged according to size Means Which are not significantly 

different as measured by Thmcan's test are underlined; means Which are 

significantly different fran each other are not underlined. Thus in 

Table V the mean score of the systematic observer is aignificantly 

higher than the camera observer and the mean score of the participant 

observer is significantly higher than those of the film observer and 

the camera observer. The mean scores of the fi1 observer and 

systematic observer, camera observer and film observer, and system- 

atic observer and participant observer are not significantly 

different. 

It will be seen frOEn these data that no consistent trends or 

patterns appear for methods . For the variable Extent to Which a 

Child Evidenced Tension During the Course of the Observation, the 

participant observer had the highest mean score while the camera 

observer bad the lowest mean score For the variable Extent to 

Which the Situation is Iníerred to be Tension-Producing, the 
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systematic observer had the highest mean while the film observer had 

the lowest. This lack of patterning characterizes the data through- 

out. 

TABLE V. 

EXTEIVi TO WHICH A CHILI) EVIDENCED TENSION 
DURING THE COURSE OF OBSERVATION 

METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

CO FO SO FO 

U) 1.775 2.325 1.25O 4.15O 

TABLE VI. 

E)ENT TO ICH TEE SITUATION IS IKRD 
TO BE TENSION-PBOWCING 

METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

FO CO Po SO 

e 1.750 2.575 3.300 

TABLE VII. 
BODILY E)BESSION OF TENSION 

METHODS OF OBSERVATION 

SO CO Po FO 

CI) 

l.t25 1.550 1.900 2.300 
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TABLE VIII. 
FREQUENCY WiTH WHICH A CHILD INITIATES 

IIEBACTION WITH CHILDREN 

}'IETRODS OF oBSERvAFION 

SO F0 CO PO 

1.625 1.725 1.000 1.75 

TABLE IX. 
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN INTEACTI0N WITH MATEBLALS 

METHOD6 OF OBSERVATION 

FO SO FO CO 

1.150 1.350 2.200 2.250 
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DISCUSSION 

Discussion of the Find.ins 

The purpose of this study was to conpare four obaervatiora1 

methods for asessiníj the hehexior of chIldren in a free-play situ- 

ation. Of the twenty aspects of behavior studied, only five differed 

significantly between methods. Frc these results it would seem that 

there would be no particular advatae in choosing one method over 

another, at least as far as these results were concerned. However, 

there are instances in Which tive, money, aM effort could be saved 

if a particular method were thoseri. In terms of these resuits two 

exp1es can be cited in which a choice of one method would aee uore 

advantageous than a choice of another. First, Instead of asking a 

systeiatic observer to observe the behavior of a nursery school 

group the teacher could assie the role of a participant observer 

and could obtain essentially the saine results. Second, a systematic 

observer night be used to gain in.fomation about the behavior of a 

group rather than attempting to film that behavior. 

In reviewing the results, it is apparent that there is no con- 

sistent pattern in the direction or trend of the data; that is, one 

method does not consistently yield a higher mean score or a lower 

mean score than any other. Rowever, the five variables Which were 

significantly different for methods of observation do provide some 

interesting bases for speculation. It is important to look at these 

differences and consider what might explain or account for them. 
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The first difference which is noteworthy Is the difference 

between the participant observer's weai scores axid the scores of 

the other three observera In no case was the participant observer ' s 

scores significantly lover thaxì the scores for the other iethods 

In ccnparìson with the 111m observer, the participant observer's 

scores were significantly higher for four of the five variables. 

The participant observer also had higher zieari scores than the camera 

observer and the systenatic observer on two variables . These results 

may be accounted for by two advantages which the participant obser- 

ver had over the other three observera. First, was the length of 

observation time. The participant observer observed azi hour while 

the other three observers observed a rnaxim of fifteen minutes during 

the hour. This greater sampling of behavior clearly could lead to 

the observed differences in variables such as Amolzit of Time Spent in 

Interaction with Materials or the Frequency wIth WhiCh the Child 

Initiates Interaction with children. A second advantage was the 

opportunity for the participant observer to interact with the child 

under observation, whereas the other Uu-ee observers never bad direct 

contact with the child. This advantage would seem particularly great 

when it came to observing tension or other variables involving a 

multitude of cues which may be picked up only through close contact 

with a child. 

A second difference that is noteworthy is that between the f 11m 

observer and the camera observer. It will be recalled that both of 

these observers observed the child's behavIor for the same period of 
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time, the only difference being that the filin observer watched a 

film of the child's behavior while the caxnera observer watched the 

child as the canera was in operation. As a consequence of this 

design whatever differences observed would have to be a function of 

chance, error variance, or method. Interestingly enough, the 

differences observed between these two approaches were not great, as 

one variable for each approach bad a significantly greater mean 

score than the other. On this basis it would seem that an observer 

cannot gain any more information about behavior by observing a film 

than could an observer observing a child in an actual free-play 

period for the same amount of time. 

A look at the two variables Which differed significantly between 

methods leads to a slightly different conclusion. The filin observer 

had a significantly higher mean score than the camera observer on the 

variable Bodily Expression of Tension. This is a characteristic of 

behavior which is not always easy to make quick judgments about, but 

Which 16 relatively easily captured ou film. With the film the 

observer could see this behavior many tiznes and thereby perhaps make 

a more accurate judnent than could the camera observer who had to 

make much quicker judnents about the same behavior. It is also 

interesting to note that this same relationship held between the film 

observer and the systematic observer for Bodily Expression of Tension. 

This saine reasoning should hold for the variable Amount of Time 

Spent in Interaction with Materials, but this was not the case as 

the camera observer obtained a significantly higher mean score on 
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this variable than did. the filin observer. Fron these results, the 

soundest interpretation ma' be that the differences observed between 

the camera and filin observers were a function of chance or error 

variance. 

The third difference that is noteworthy is the difference be- 

tween the systematic observer' s data and the data coining fron the 

film observer and the camera observer. The mean score for the 

systematic observer was significantly higier than the mean scores 

of both the film observer and the camera observer for the variable 

Extent to Which a Situation is Inferred to be Tension-Producing, and 

higher than the camera observer for the variable Extent to Which a 

Child Evidences Tension during the Course of Observation. In rating 

the variables relating to tension, the systematic observer bad the 

advantage of seeing the entire freeplar situation and thereby was 

able to utilize in his rating the many cues which were outside the 

range of the camera and, theoretically, the camera observer. In no 

instance were the systematic observer's acores higher than those of 

the participant observer. 

Limitations of the Stu 

Three limitations of the study seem paramount when considering 

reasons for the lack of pattern observed among the four methods of 

observation. The first has to do with the use of only four children 

in the study. Subjects were limited to this smaLl. number because the 

studr was an exploratory one and because of the co8t of' filming. 
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Certainly further research along these lines will require a larger 

number of' participants. 

A second limitation has to do with the shortness of the tute 

sample. Had the ntber of hours of observation been greater the 

likelihood of f' inding significant differences between methods would 

have increased appreciably. 

The third limitation has to do with the measuring instrument. 

It is possible that it did not measure what it purported to measure 

and surely the reliability of' measurement was not high. Confidence 

cannot readily be placed in ob8ervational data then observers wore no 

more reliable than they were for this study. 

Research Implications 

One of' the purposes of this study was to identify possibilities 

for further research In methods of' observation. Several directions 

seem justified on the basis of this study. 

1. A careful ccwparison of participant and systematic observation 

to see if the advantages suggested by this research for participant 

observation are real. 

2. A careful comparison of film observation with participant 

and systematic observation to see if' the disadvantages suggested by 

this research for film observation are real. 

3. The development of a valid and reliable means for measuring 

differences between observational methods . Until such an instrument 

is developed, it is possible to obtain only a rough estimate as to 
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the relative value of or the contribution of the various methods 

under 8tudy-. 
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StWARY AND CONLUSION3 

Sunmary 

This study had as its purpose the exploration of the differences 

and siinilarities in four observational niethods for a&sessix children's 

behavior in a free-play situation. The methods ccnpared included 

participant observation, non-participant observation with two observers 

using systematic techniques, and filin observation. 

Sixteen children were chosen to participate in the study. The 

children' s ages ranged between ten months and thirty-four months The 

subjects were divided into four groups consisting of four children 

each: Group 1, ten to twelve months; Group 2, sixteen to seventeen 

months; Group 3, twenty-three to twenty-five months; and Group 1., 

thirty-two to thirty-four months Each group of four children came 

to the nursery school laboratory for one hour of free play. Iran 

each of the four age groups one child was randomly selected to be 

observed during his scheduled observation hour. Observation of these 

four children provided. the data for the study. Reliability of 

observation was demonstrated for all observers under systematic 

observation conditions Observer reliability was found by eanputing 

the percentage of agreement between observers on an item-by-item coni- 

parison of ratings made simultaneously but independently. 

During the child's scheduled observation, his behavior was rated 

by a participant observer, a systematic observer in the observation 

alcove, and an observer stationed with a camera. A film of the child's 



behavior was taken at this time and was later analyzed and rated by 

a fI)In observer. Each observer had a different observation role for 

each hour of observation; that is, no observer was camera observer 

more than once, participant observer more than once, etc. The 

children' e behavior was measured in tenna of five variables : tension, 

avenues used in the expression of tension, body movement, outgoing- 

ness, and purposefulness. In assessing the behavior of the child, 

the observers each used a system of graphic rating scales designed to 

measure twenty aspects of behavior. For cparison purposes, there 

was one rating for each of the four methods of observation for each 

of the four subjects of this study. 

A l x Latin Square design was used in the statistical analysis 

of the data. Average scores for each of the twenty variables appear- 

Ing in the rating scales were found for the four methods of observa- 

tion. An analysis of variance vas applied to these data to determine 

whether differences appeared in the average scores for the different 

approaches to observation. Duna' s new multiple range test was used 

to identify the main source of variation whenever an F-value 

resulting from the analysis of variance was significant. 

Conclusions 

There vas no consistent pattern or direction in the differences 

observed between methods, although there was evidence to suggest the 

superiority of participant observation and the inferiority of filin 

observation. 
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APPENDIXES 



BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE 

I TENSION 

1¡ 

There are two aspects of this variable to be rated, the extent 

to which a child evidences tension during the course of the observa- 
tion aM the extent to which the situation is inferred to be tension- 
producing. 

1. Extent to which a child evidences tension during the course 
of the observation. 

Aß used here tension is defined in tez,ns of behavioiwh1ch 
suggest the presence of a tenseness, fearfulness, or a surplus of 
energy Which needs to find an iiediate release Evidence for the 
rating of tension comes frcn such behaviors as typical anxiety 
synptcßns, non-provoked attack, responses that are obviously out of 
proportion to their stinulation, rushing about aimlessly with much 
shouting aM "letting off of steam", etc. 

Evaluation of the level of tension is based on behaviors]. cues 
which suggest that intensity of the tension the child is experiencing. 
The degree to which a child evidences tension in the situation has 
been defined into four levels. These are: 

:1.. Extreme tension--Evidence for this rating of this level of 
tension comes frcem such behavioral cues as rigidity of 
muscles; nervous nmanxierisne such as profuse thumb sucking, 
nail biting, tics; harsh, prolonged sobbing, screaming, 
yeLling, cursing, or talking rapidly in shrill tones; 
forceful hitting, throwing, kicking with intent to Injury 
or harm; intense clinging to the mother, persistent striving 
to sit on her lap, hiding behind the mother's skirt, or 
drawing self up into tightly curled position. 

2. Considerable tension--Evidence for the rating of this level 
of tension comes frcm behaviors differing frcn those used 
In rating extreme tension only in their level of intensity. 
This decrease in the level of intensity leads to a judnent 
of considerable tension rather than judnent of extreme 
tension. 

3. Some tension--Evidence for the rating of this level of 
tension comes fr behaviors differing fran those used in 
rating considerable tension only in their level of intensity. 
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This decrease in the level of intensity leads to a Judg- 
ment of se tension rather than a judnent of' considerable 

tension. 

i. Little or no tension--Evidence for the rating of this level 

of tension cea f ro such behavioral cues as an apparent 
relaxed face and body; calm tone of voice, i.e. one that is 
not loud, shrill, harsh, or whining; a free, easy flow of 

words; interaction with people and materials which ahows no 

aggressive, destructive or attacking behavior; little 

seeking of nurturance, and freedom from other typical 

anxiety symptoms. 

In judging the level of tension the rater is to consider only 

the intensity of the cues suggesting tension. The amount of tizne a 

Child spends in evidencing a particular level of tension and. number 

of channels a child uses to express his tension are not to be consi- 

dered In judging tension level. While this is the case, it should be 

noted the number of channels a child uses in expressing his tension 

does play a part in arriving at a judent of tension level in that 
the greater the number of cues observed the more adeqiate the basis 

for such judgment. 

It has been observed that the level of tension a child is exper- 
iencing is closely associated with the behavior patterns be xhi. 
For this reason it is necessary to assess a child's behavior at each 
of the levels of tension he experiences. For example, if' a child 
experiences t*little or no tension" for a part of an observation 
period but also experiences "some tension" for another part of the 
period, it 1& necessary to evaluate the child's behavior as it appears 
in relation to each of these levels of tension. The major difficulty 
in such a procedure is that the rater has to observe a child exper- 
iencing a given level of tension for a considerable period of time 
to get enough cues to make a behavioral assessment at a particular 
level of tension meaningful. In order to decide when the observer 
likely has enougji cues to make a rating possible, a two-way classi- 
fication of the tension variable involving the level of tension and 
the amount of tizne a child exhibits a particular level of tension is 
made. If a child experiences a given level of tension for a 
Itconsiderable proportion of time" or longer (see scale values below), 
the child' s behavior will be rated as it is evidenced at that parti- 
cular level of tension . This means then that if a child experiences 
a particular level of tension for a "large proportion of time", 
another level of tension for "a considerable proportion of' time", the 
Child ' s behavior will be rated separately for each of these levels of 
tension. However, if a child evidences a particular level of tension 
for a "large proportion of time" but evidences another level of 
tension for a "S'nell proportion of tizne" or even some of the time", 
the child's behavior will be rated only for the level at which the 
child spent a "large proportion of time". 



The large range in the percentage of time under each of the 
scale points makes it possible to have several different canbinations 

of scale values for any one period of observation. For example, 
since the scale point "a large proportion of time" has a percentage 
range of ¿40 to 99 percent, it is possible to have a child spend a 

large proportion of time at two levels of tension. In this way the 
number of possible canbinations of scale values is limited only in 
that the total minimum percentages of time cannot exceed 100 percent 
and the total maximum percentages of time can equal 100 percent. 

In making this two-fold rating each of the levels of tension is 
to be marked irrespective of whether all levels of tension are evi- 
denced. 

In summary, the factors one needs to consider in making this 
rating are: 

1. Both the level of tension and the time spent at a particular 
level of tension needs to be rated. 

2. In judging the level of tension the rater is to consider 
only the intensity of the cues suggesting tension. The 
number of cues suggesting tension and the amount of time 
the Child spends in evidencing this tension should not be 
considered in rating the level of tension. 

3. In judging the length of time spent at a particular level 
of tension, the rater will simply estimate the period of 
time rather than keeping track of the time systematically. 

1i. In making the two-fold rating each of the levels of tension 
is to be marked irrespective of whether all levels of 
tension are evidenced. 

Extreme 
tension 

Conaiderable 
tension 

Sane 
tension 

Little or 
no tension 

All the A large A consid- Some pro- A small None 
time propor- erable pro- portion of propor- of the 

(99-100%) tlon of portion of the time tion of time 
the time the time ( U-25% ) the time 
(14099%) (26-39%) (1-10%) 



2. Extent to which the situation is inferred to be tension- 

producing. 

As used here a situation is tension-producing when it contains 

elenents or events which may be expected to be stressful. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable comes from cues which 

suggest the extent to which the elements or events in a situation are 

capable of producing tension, i.e., whether these events are poten- 

tially tension-producing, tension-producing, or extremely tension- 

producing. In rating this vari&1e the manifestations of' tension in 

the child's behavior are not to be considered. It is the potential 
of the situation to produce tension that is to be judged. 

Evaluation of the degree to which the situation may be tension- 
producing is based upon the severity of the events which occur in the 
situation. The degree to Which the situation is tension-producing 
has been defined into four levels. These are: 

1. A situation which is extremely tension-producing is one in 
Which there are stimuli which would ordinarily be extremely 
tension-producing to a child. Examples of situations of 
this nature are: a child working a puzzle and two other 
children taking some of the pieces of puzzle out and 
throwing them at the child; an infant playing pat-a-cake 
with his mother and. falling off her lar; a child falling 
off a tricycle and receiving a severe blow on the head. 

2. situation which is tension-producing is one in which there 
are stimuli Which would ordinarily be tension-producing but 
not extremely tension-producing. Exemples of situations of 
this nature are: a child trying to work a puzzle which is 
above his developmental level; ari infant playing pat-a-cake 
with his mother while a sibling tries to push the child off 
the mother's lap; a Child rid,iug a tricycle around the play- 
yard and another child trying to take the tricycle away 
from hth. 

3. A situation which is somewhat tension-producing is one in 
which potentially disturbing or stressful stinuli occur. 
Potentially disturbing stimuli are defined as events which 
could be stressful for some children, but which would not 
be expected to be inevitably stressful for all children. 
Examples of situations of this nature are: a Child working 
a puzzle by himself arid another child trying to interfere by 
offering help; a child. riding a tricycle around the play- 
yard and being bped from behind by a child on another 
tricycle; an infant playing pat-a-cake with his mother when 
an unexpected loud noise occurs. 
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1. A situation in which the stimuli pro&zced little or no 

tension is one in which thre are no apparent, unexpected. 
or unusual events which could be thought of as stressful. 

Examples of situations of this nature are: a child working 

a puzzle Which is within his developmental level; an infant 

plaring pat-a-cúe with bis mother; a child riding a trii. 

cycle around the playyard. 

In order to determine the relationship between the amount of time 

spent by a child evidencing a given level of tension and the ount 

of time one would predict the child to evidence a given level of 

tension, with the prediction being based upon the amount of time the 
situation is tension..producing, it is necessary to judge the amount 

of time Which stimuli of varying levels of intensity operate during 

an observation period. In order to do this we have employed a two- 

fold classification involving the extent to which a situation is 

tension-producing end the amount of time which stimuli of varying 

levels of intensity operate . Judnent of the percentage of time a 
situation is tension-producing to soee degree is determined strictly 

on the basis of time. The niber of tension-producing incidents does 
not play a role in making the rating except in so far as it contributes 

to the total amount of time which is tension-producing to some degree. 

The procedure the rater uses in assigning scale values for the 

amount of time the stistili are tension-producing at a given level may 
be found on pages 67 end 68. 

In making this two-fold rating, each of the levels of tension- 

prod.ucingness is to be marked irrespective of Whether al). levels are 
evidenced. 

In sumnary, the factors one needs to consider in making this 
rating are: 

i Both the extent to Which the situation is tension-producing 
and the amount of time the stimuli are tension-producing at 
a particular level need to be rated. 

2 In judging the extent to which a situation is tension- 
producing, the rater is to consider only the intensity of 
the unexpected or unusual events which occur and not the 
frequency with which they occur nor the length of time 
which they continue. 

3. The percentage of time Which is tension-producing to some 
degree is detexmined strictly on the basis of time, i.e. 
the number of tension-producing incidents does not play a 
role in making the ratings except in so far as they 
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contribute to the amount of time the situation is tension- 
producing, to some degree. 

A rating needs to be made for all levels of tension- 
producingness irrespective of whether there are events in 
the observation which were representative of all levels of 
tension-prod.ucingness. 

Stimuli are 
extremely 
tension- 
producing 

Stimuli are 
tension- 

producing 

Stimuli are 
somewhat 
tension- 
producing 

Stimuli are 
slightly if 
at all tension- 
producing 

All of A large A consid- Some A small None 
the time proportion erable pro- of the propor- of the 

(99-100%) of the portion of time tion of time 
time the time ( U-25%) the tizne 
(140..99%) (26-39%) (1-10%) 

A SPECIAL PB0CEWR FOR SCORING is needed when a child spends a 
considerable proportion or more of the observation time at more then 
one level of tension. When this occurs, it becomes necessary to 
assess the child's behavior as it is evidenced at each of these levels 
of tension involved. 

To facilitate this multiple recording, colored pencils are used. 
A plain lead pencil will be used when there are stimuli Which are only 
slightly if at all tension-producing; a red lead pencil will be used 
when the stimuli are somewhat tension-producing; a blue lead pencil 
will be used when stimuli are tension-producing; and a green lead 
pencil will be used when the stimuli are extremely tension-producing. 
In this way it will be possible to make as many ratings as are needed 
on a single rating scale. 
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It will be recalled that if a child spends only sosie or a 
smaller proportion of the time at a given level of tension during 
the period of observation, a separate rating of the child's behavior 
as it appeared at these levels of tension is not required. This is 
due to the relatively short period of tine the child is experiencing 
these particular levels of tension with the coneeciuence being that 
the observer Is not able to get enough cues to make a rating possible. 

II. ÂVNUES USED 114 THE EOERESSION OF TENSION 

This variable Is defined in terms of the nature or locus of the 
behaviors which serve the Child in the expression of tension. Seven 
avenues have been defined: bodily expression; vocal expression; 
physical aggresion expressed in positive, acceptable (non-destruc- 
tive) ways toward materials which are appropriate for this expression; 
physical aggression expressed through attack on materials; aggression 
through attack on penple and/or their materials; expression of tension 
through the seeking of nurturance; and expression of tension through 
showing-off behavior. 

In rating each of these avenues a judgment as to the extent to 
which the child used the avenue Is needed. This has been defined 
into five levels: much use of the avenue; considerable use of the 
avenue; se use of the avenue; slight use of the avenue; no use of 
the avenue. When waking the judent as to the extent of use of a 
particular avenue the judgment is to be based upon the percentage cf 
time a Child expresses his tension through a particular avenue 
relative to the total amount of tizne this child is evidencing tension 
rather than total amount of time the child is being observed. 
This iieans for example, if a child evidences tension for a total of 
five minutes and in this time he expresses his tension for the full 
five minute period through the bodily expression avenue, he expresses 
tension vocally for three minutes, and through physical attack or 
materials one minute, he would receive a rating of much use of the 
Bodily Avenue and the Vocal. Avenue, and some use of the Pbysioal 
Attack on Materials Avenue. 

If a child exhibits little or no tension throughout the course 
of the observation, then ratings under this heading are not needed. 
If any tension is evidenced in the course of the observation, ir- 
respective of the proportion of time it lasts, then all of the scales 
under this heading need to be scored. 

3. Bodily expression of tension. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable ccines from such behaviors 
as tenseness of body and facial muscles; muscular rigidity; trembling; 
nervous mannerisms such as thtb sucking, picking the nose, etc. 
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Much use of Considerable Soee use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
(140.100%) avenue (11-25%) avenue 

(26-39%) (1-10%) 

i. Vocal expression of tension. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable coees f roe such behaviors 
as shouting, yelling, cursing, crying, loudness and rapidity of talk- 
ing, etc. Any vocal expression evidencing tension, other than a vocal 
attack on a person, will be considered as evidence for this rating. 

Much use of Considerable Soee use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
(40.100%) avenue (U-25%) avenue 

(26-39%) (1-10%) 

5. Physical aggression expressed in positive, acceptable (non- 
destructive) ways toward nateria1a which are appropriate 
for this expression. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable coees froe such behaviors 
as pounding, hitting, or any other forceful, releasing behavior that 
is of a non-destructive flau. Soee of the znateriala which may be 
used in this non-destructive, yet forceful war, are blocks, pounding 
clay, pounding boards, etc. 

Much use of Considerable Soive use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
( 4o-i00%) avenue (u-%) avenue 

(26-39%) (1-10%) 

6. Physical aggression expressed through attack on materials. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable coees from such behaviors 
as hitting, throwing, kicking, or any other behavior which has as its 
goal the destruction or mutilation of an object. 

Much use of Considerable Se use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
(40-100%) avenue (u-25%) avenue 

(26-39%) (i-io%) 
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7. Aggression through attack on people and/or their materials. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable ccnes frce such behaviors 
as kicking, spitting, throwing of objecta toward a person, cursing, or 
any other behavior, either verbal or physical, which bas as ita goal 
the hurting of people. 

Much use of Considerable Sone use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue Use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
(hO_100%) avenue (11-25%) avenue 

(26-39%) (1-10%) 

8. Expression of tension through the seeking of nurturance. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable ces fri behaviors 
Which suggest the seeking of care, comfort, protection, or support. 
Specific exaaiples of such behaviors are crawling into the mother' a 
lap, hanging onto the mother's skirt, holding the mother's band, 
standing close to an adult, etc. 

Much use of Considerable Sorne use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
(1o_l00%) avenue (U-25%) avenue 

(26-39%) (1-10%) 

9 . Expression of tension through showing-off behavior. 

Much use of Considerable Some use of Slight use No use of 
this avenue use of this this avenue of this this avenue 
(h4Ol00%) avenue (U-25%) avenue 

(26-9%) (1-10%) 

UI . B0J! M0V 

This variable is defined in terms of the quickness with which 
the child moves and the way in Which be uses his body genera11r. 

lo. Speed of movement. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable comes Iran the general 
quickness with which a child moves. Hand movements, body movements, 
and general gait are considered bere. 



EXtre2nely Quick Neither particu. Slow Extremely 

quick, rapid novenents larly quick nor n3overlents slow, 

movements particularly slow lethargic 

movements movements 

1.1. Expansiveness of movement. 

Evidence for the rating of thiE 

which a child uses his body. Large, 

movements will be taken as evidence 

more restricted, more careful, more 
as evidence of restraint. 
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variable comes f r, the way in 
wide, free unrestrained body 

of expansiveness while smaller, 

restrained movements will be taken 

Extremely Expansive Neither particular- Restrained Extremely 

expansive movements ly expansive nor movements slow, re- 

movements particularly re- strained 

strained movements movements 

Iv. OUTGOfl&NESS 

This variable is defined in terms of a child's interaction with 

materials and/or people. Interaction as used in this scale may be 

behaviors]. interchange between two or more people or it may be the 

active directing of behavior toward one or more individuals without 

reciprocity, or it may be the active directing of behavior toward 

materials. The interaction may be verbal, motor, or visual but the 
interaction we are focusing upon is the interaction involved in or 

around the activity, people, or material toward Which attention seems 
to be centrally focused. Attention may be pulled away frc*u this 

activity periodically but as long as it is returned, the activity 
retains its central focus Interaction occurring tangentially to 

the central focus of the activity, i.e. behavior which involves 
looking away fr the task, talking to seone outside the group, or 
interacting with someone outside the group motor-wise will be con- 

sidered as incidental interaction. 

Outgoixmgness is broken down mt 
which a Child initiates interaction, 
interaction accepted by a Child, the 
action, and the level of involvement 
components are rated with reference 

and interaction with people with the 
to overtures to interaction Which is 
people. 

I tour components, frequency with 
proportion of overtures to 
amount of time spent in inter- 
in the interaction. These four 

o interaction with materials 
exception of the child's response 
rated only for interaction with 
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A. Frequency with which a Child Initiates Interaction. 

As used here the initiation of interaction is defined in tenus 
of undertaking or atteupting to undertake an activity or conversation 
with materials or people. In this sense the initiation of inter- 
action requires more than simple watching. That is, it requires an 
active, clear-cut verbal or physical overture to interaction. Inci- 
dental interaction, as defined above, will not be considered as an 
atten3pt to initiate interaction. 

12. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction with 
materials. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable ces fr such behavior 
as a Child talking with a doll, working a puzzle, or building with 
blocks. 

vez-y irequeni- rrequenLy oiueames 1careLy Never no 
ly (7 or more (i to 6 (2 to 3 (i ini- initiations) 
initiations) initiations) initiations) tiation) 

13. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction with 
adults. 

Evidence for the ratine of this variable ces frca such beha- 
viors as a child inviting another adult to p1ar with Min in the dell 
corner, a child with a rope handing one end to another adult, a child 
asking an adult to read a story to hin or to play the piano for him e 

Veiy frequent- Frequently Sometimes Rarely Never (no 
ly ( or more (4 to 6 (2 to 3 (i. ini- initiations) 
initiations) initiations) initiations) tiation) 

iIi. Frequency with which a child initiates interaction with 
children. 

very rqun'- rrequentiy bometiznes careiy itevar no 
ly (7 or more (1 to 6 (2 to 3 (i ini- initiation.) 
initiations) initiations) initiations) tiation) 
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B. Proportion of overtures to interaction accepted by a child. 

As used here an overture to interaction is synonymous with the 

initiating of interaction as defined in "Ai' above An acceptance of 

such an overture is defined as a response to the overture which 

serves to stimulate further interaction. Non-acceptance of an over- 

ture is defined as a response which tends to discourage or block 

interaction. 

15. Proportion of adult overtures to interaction accepted by 

a child. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable cctnes frcxn such beha- 

viors as a child accepting an adult invitation to Join in a group of 

children eliding on the slide, a child responds to an adult's 

initiation of conversation by further conversation, an in!ant rolls 

a ball back to an adult who bas initiated this play. 

A child responds A child A child A child A child 

to a large pro- responds to responds responds to responds to 

portion of adult a consider- to sane a small pro- no adult 

overtures able propor- adult over- portion of overtures 

(76-100%) tion of adult tures adult over- 
overtures (26-50%) tures 

(l-25%) 

No adult overtures______________________________ 

16 . Proportion of child overtures to interaction accepted by 

a child. 

Evidence for the rating of this variable ces from such beba- 
viors as a child beginning to play in the doll corner after being 

invited, a child swinging after being asked, a child entering into a 

singing group around the piano after the adult asks him. 

A child A child. A child A child A child 
responds to responds to responds to responds to responds to 

a large pro- a consider- sc*ne child a amai]. pro- no child 

portion of able propor- overturn portion of overtures 

child over- tion of child (26-50%) child over- 

tures overtures tures 

(76-100%) (51-75%) (1-25%) 

No child overtures 



C . Amount of tiizie spent in interaction and level of involveivent in 
interaction. 

Amount of time spent in interaction is defined in tems of the 
¡ropørtion of time a Child spends in verbal and motor interchange with 
ateria1s and/or people . In naking this rating, incidental. interaction 

i e the directing of attention to scnething other than that Which 
occupies the central focus of the action is not to be considerec. 
Evidence for rating the eanount of' tizie spent in interaction cenes 
only fr the time spent in focused interaction with materials and/or 
people. 

The level o involvement in interaction is defined in tenas of 
the amount of incidental interaction evidenced during the course of 
observation. If the child's attention is neyez taken frin the acti'. 
vity or task at hand, we vili consider bis level of involvement to 
be teep. If the child directa his attention very frequently to 
factors other than that Which cc*imands a central. focus, we will. 
consider bis level. of involvement to be slight. 

Frequency of incidental interaction is transposed to a percentage 
estixnate of the total interaction time This percentage estimate will 
then enable us to judge a child's level of involvement relative to the 
total nount of time spent in interaction. The necessity for this 
procedure lies in the fact that a simple frequency count of the 
occurrence of incidental interaction has no neaning unless the tizne 
spent in interaction is known. Por exanple, three occurrences of 
incidental interaction during a total of five zninutes of interaction 
suggests a considerably different level of involvement than three 
occurrences of incidental. interaction in fifty minutes of interaction. 

In making this two-fold ratizg, only one of the stateznents 
describing the axnount of tizne spent in interaction will be checked. 
Consequently, there will be only one rating of the level. of involve-s 
znent. 

In sary, the factors one needs to consider in making the 
rating are: 

1. Both the amount of time spent in interaction and the level. 
of involvement a child evidenced in this interaction are to 
be rated. 

2 In judging the amount of time the child spends in inter- 
action, the rater is to consider the total time spent in 
interaction with people or materials independent of the 
level of involvement of the child in his interaction. 
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3. In judging the level of involvement of the child in inter- 
action, the rater is to consider the frequency with which 
the child engagea in incidental interaction. 

li. In judging the level of involvement, the rater needs to 
transpose the frequency of incidental Interaction to a 
percentage estimate of total interaction time. 

5. In making the two-fold rating, only one of the statements 
describing the tine spent in interaction is to be marked. 

17 . Pount of time spent in interaction with materials. 

All of 
the tine 

A large 
proportion 
of the time 
(76-99%) 

A consider- 
able propor- 
tion of the 
time (50-75%) 

Same of 
the tine 
(261i.9%) 

A small pro- 
portion of the 
time (l-25%) 

Deep involve- Considerable Some involve- light in- 
ment--A child Involvement-- ment--A child volvenment-- 
evidences luci- A child evi- evidences A child 
dental inter- dences indi- incidental in- evidences 
action a small dental inter- teraction a incidental 
proportion of action some of considerable interaction 
the time the tine proportion of a large 
(i-io%) (u-25%) the time proportion 

(26-39%) of the time 
(40-99% 

None of the time 



18. Amount of time spent in interaction with adults. 

All of 
the time 

A large 
proportion 
of time 
(76-99%) 

A consider. 
able proportion 
of the time 
(5o..75%) 

SOEne of the 
tizne 

(2619%) 

Asniall 
proportion 
of the time 
(1-2%) 

Deep involve- Considerable Si_e involve- Slight in- 
ment--A child involvement-- ment--A child volveznent-- 

evidences A child cvi- evidences A Child evi- 
incienta1 dences md- incidental dences luci- 
interaction a dental inter- interaction a dental 
mn11 propor- action scene of considerable interaction 
tion of the the time proportion of a large pro- 
tizne (l-10%) (U-25%) the time portion of 

(26-39%) the tizne 
(O-99%) 

None of 
the time 



19. Mount of time spent in interaction with children. 

All of 
the time 

A large 
proportion 
of the time 
(76.99%) 

A consider- 
able propor.. 
tion of the 
time (50-îs%) 

Sczie of the 
time (26_149%) 

A small pro- 
portion of 
the time 
(1-25%) 

None of 
the time 

Diep in- Considerable Se involve- Slight in- 
volvement involvement ment--A Child volvement--A 
--A Child --A Child evidences child evidences 
evidences evidences incidental incidental 
incidental incidental interaction a interaction a 
interaction interaction considerable large propor- 
a small pro- some of the proportion of tien of the 
portion of tii the time time 
the time (U-25%) (26-39% (40-99%) 
(1-10%) 



As used here this variable is defined in tents of the persistence 
with whith a child pursues his goals. 

In the pursuit of his goals a child frequently encounters ob- 
stades t the realization of these goals . When an obstacle is 
encountered, the behavioral response to the frustration may have 
about it elemente of intensity, adaptive-non-adaptive qualities, 
and. a persistence factor in striving to overcOEne or circumvent the 
oarrier, etc. In rating the purposefulness of a child' s behavior 
only the quality of persistence vili be considered. 

Persistence is defined in terms of the tenacity with which a 
child pursues his goals. Persistence has been defined into four 
levels with the basis of differentiation being the length of time 
which the child. characteristically spends in response to a frustration. 

1. Extreme persistence-The Child characteristicafly spends five 
or more minutes in the pursuit of his frustration goals. 

2. Persistence--the child characteristically spends three to 
four minutes in pursuit of his frustrated goals. 

3. Soene persistence--the child characteristically spends one 
to two minutes in pursuit of his frustrated goals. 

1i. Little or no persistence--the child characteristicaLly 
spends less than one minute in pursuit of his frustrated 
goals. 

Evidence for the rating of persistence ces fr the response 
of a child in the face of frustration or in the blocking of goal 
oriented behaviors Fran this statement it is evident that the 
basis for making the rating will cane fran the observation of beim- 
vior in response to the existence of or the imposition of frustrating 
events or circtmmstancea. 

In order that the rating of a child's persistence be meaningful, 
the rating muet be accompanied by a knowledge of the strength of the 
frustrations he vas encountering. The classification of a situation 
as to the extent to which it is frustrating has as its basis the 
extent to which the situation blocks goal-oriented behavior. Blocking 
may involve the existence of a barrier in any form, e.g. a verbal 
restriction, a physical barrier, or a task requiring a particular 
level of skill for ita completion. The blocking may occur in any 
degree of ccsimpletlon. 

The extent to which a situation is frustrating has been defined 
into four levels: 



i . extremely frustrating situation is one in which there are 
circumstances or events which cp1ete1y block goal-oriented 
behavior or Which nake the continuance of' goal-oriented 
behavior extrewely difficult or risky. Examples of exenta 
or circumstances Which would be considered as extremely 
frustrating are such physical barriers as the erection of a 
gate blocking off the stairs to an infant, closing and 
locking a door that the child cannot open such verbal 
barriers as direct statements of restriction or forbidding; 
or barriers resulting frcnn the level of task-difficulty 
which make it nearly impossible to cplete the task within 
the child's developmental level. 

2 . frustrating situation is one in which there are circum. 
stances or events Which considerably block goal-oriented 
behavior or which make the continuance of goal-oriented 
behavior considerably difficult or risky. These events or 
circumstances, however, can be overce if a child exerts 
much effort. Examples of such situations are an infant 
att3pting to climb up a high flight of stairs; a child 
asking to play with another group of children but is told, 
l*Go away You can' t play with us ", or a child pulling a 
heavy wagon of blocks up an incline. 

3e somewhat frustrating situation is one in Which circum- 
stances or events block goal-oriented behavior to some 
degree or make the continuance of goal-oriented behavior 
acsewha difficult or risky. These events or circumstances 
can be overcome if the child exerts some exercise or effort. 
Examples of such situations are a Child who falls off a 
tricycle and gets his foot caught in it; a child who is 
playing policeman says to another child, "You can't get by 

and a Child who tries to put ou his own boots. 

L situation in Which there is little or no frustration is 
one in vhióh there are few if any circumstances or events 
which block goal-oriented behavior or which make the con- 
tinuance of goal-oriented behavior difficult. There are no 
barriers which the child cannot easily surmount, few if any 
adult or child restrictions or demands upon the child, and 
ail tasks are Within the Child' s developmental level. 

The relationship between extent to Which the situation is tension- 
producing and the extent to which the situation is frustrating must be 
pointed out. Both are closely related; however, the extent to which 
the situation is frustrating differs from the tension-producing 
qualities of a situation in that the extent to Which the situation is 
tension-producing is a more global rating, i e frustration is only 



one of the factors contributing to the extent to WtÌIth the situation 
is tensiozi-producin. For this reason, the extent to Which a 
situation is frustrating may or may not be identica]. to the rating 
of the extent to Which a situation is tension-producing. 

At the end of each observation ratings Will. be made of' the 
child's persistence in pursuing his frustrated goals at the various 
levels of frustration Which occurred throughout the course of the 
observation. If a child were Involved in nothing but situations 
which involved little or no frustration for the entire course of the 
observation, a rating of a child's persistence would be nade only at 
the little or no frustration level. If the Child were involved in 
situations with little or no frustration during the observation 
period with the exception of one somewhat frustrating situation aiad 
one extremely frustrating situation, then rating of the child's 
persistence at each of those separate levels would be nade. It this 
latter description vere altered to include three somewhat frustrating 
situations instead of just one, there would still. be only three 
ratings, one rating each for the situations with little or no 
frustration, the situations which were se4iat frustrating, and the 
extrenel.y frustrating situation. The difference would be that a 
child s persistence in the somewhat frustrating situations would be 
based upon a synthesis or an average of the way in which persistence 
was evidenced in ail three sctnewhat frustrating A 
principle of scoring then is that the rating of level of frustration 
will represent a synthesis or an average of the child's persistence 
in pursuit of frustrated goals at each level of frustration during 
the course of the observation. 

To facilitate the rating of the two variables, the scales have 
been ccnbined into a two-fold table. In making this two-fold rating 
only the levels of frustration Which occurred are scored. However, 
for every level of frustration that was evidenced, the persistence 
with which the child attempted to circumvent or overcne the barrier 
has to be rated. 

In making this rating, it will be recalled that only the average 
or the characteristic amount of time spent in trying to circumvent or 
overce the barriers at each of the levels of frustration will be 
considered 

In suumary, the factors one needs to consider in making this 
rating are: 

3.. Both the level of frustration arid the time spent in trying 
to overce or circumvent the frustration at each of these 
level(s) need to be rated. 



2. In judging the level of frustration, the rater is to 
consider the extent to which the situation blocks goal- 
oriented behavior. 

3. In making the two-fold rating, only the levels of 
frustration which are evidenced are to be rated. 

Ii. In making this rating, only the average or characteristic 
amount of time spent in trying to circtmivent or overccane 
the barriers at each of the levels of frustration will be 
considered. 

20. Purposefulness. 

Extreme 
frustration 

Frustration 

Some 
frustration 

Extreme persist- Persistence Some per- Little or no 
ence in trying In trying to sistence persistence in 
to overcome overcie in trying trying to over- 
barrier (5 minutes barrier (3 to over- come barrier 
or more) to ¿1. minutes) ce (less than i 

barrier minute) 
(1 to 2 
minutes) 

Little or no frustration__________________________________________ 



APPENDIX "B" 

OREGON STATE COLLEGE 
School of Hie Econorrics 

Corvallis, Oregon 

We are plcnning a lone-range investigation of behavior patterne 
shown by preschool children in uni'wniliar situations, and we hope to 
begin by observThg a selected ninber of infants and youzger preschool 
children in play with others. 

We plan to have 16 children in our prelininary studr, ranging in 
age fr 10 months to 314 ontg The child and his znother will be 
asked to carne to the Orchard Street nursery school for an hour ' s free 
play with three other children of the sane age. 

We are writing to parents who have children registered in the 
application file of the Oregon State College nursery schools since we 
wish to observe the children again later. We would like to invite 
you to participate with us in this study, and hope that you may find 
it possible. 

Two of our graduate assistants, Margaret Shea and Pat Walker, 
who are also assistants in the college nursery schools are working 
together on this study. One of them will telephone you in the next 
few days and will be ready to answer questions which you may have. 

If you are interested, we hope that you and your child may be 
able to participate in the observation play period. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Mrs.) Katherine H. Read 
Head, Department of Family Life 

KUR: pw 


